
Covid-19: Government criticised for block booking private beds to
deal with omicron
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The BMA has criticised the government for striking
a costly agreement to block book private hospital
beds in case they are required for NHS patients in the
event of a major surge in covid-19 cases.

Last week, under direction from the health secretary,
Sajid Javid, NHSEngland agreed to payprivate sector
providers between £75m and £90m a month for the
next threemonths in case they are required toprovide
extra bed capacity with omicron cases high. Private
providers will receive the “minimum income
guarantee” for being on standby even if they don’t
treat anyNHSpatients, and could receiveup to£525m
if they do.

The deal, in place from 10 January until 31 March
2022, was made despite NHS England’s chief
executiveAmandaPritchardwarning Javid that it left
the NHS “exposed financially” and represented “a
material risk that the NHS pays for activity that is not
performed.”1 “On a per bed basis this is significantly
more expensive than the equivalent cost of an NHS
site with much less certainty on the potential staffed
capacity,” Pritchard warned.

Amid these warnings, the BMA’s private practice
committee wrote to NHS England’s national medical
director,2 Stephen Powis, stating that, in addition to
the high cost involved, the deal would delay vital
care being delivered to private patients, as happened
when a similar deal3 was struck in March 2020.

“Whileweunderstand the desire to secure additional
capacity, anunintendedconsequenceof thatprevious
agreement was that many of our members were
unable to treat their patients—including those
needing cancer operations and on
immunosuppressives,” the committee warned.

“This did not just mean a lack of value for money for
the NHS and harm to private sector patients but also
had a significant impact on our members,” it added,
noting that some doctors in private practice reported
an80%reduction in income last time such adealwas
made.

The committee called for a meeting with the
government to discusswhat provisions itwill provide
for private patients whose care will be interrupted,
how it has calculated the number of reserved beds
needed, and what support it will provide to private
practice doctorswho experience a significant income
reduction.

Jeremy Lawrance and Jennifer Yell, co-chairs of the
committee, said, “It’s shocking that the government
decided to make this decision without consulting
doctors working in the private sector, particularly
after how unsuccessful the previous agreement was.
While policy makers might think this is a good idea,

doctors on the ground do not. We are of the view that
this agreement will not fulfil its intention of boosting
NHScapacity but rather further impact privatepatient
care and prove to be a waste of taxpayer’s money.”

In a reply4 to Prichard’s letter, the health secretary
defended the move. “I recognise the problems that
these arrangements cause for you as the accounting
officer,” he wrote. “However, I believe the need to
protect NHS services and prevent a further reduction
in NHS capacity are compelling reasons to justify
their introduction.”
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